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Welcome to the 2022
edition of churchill’s
food and restaurant
insights magazine,
Where We shoWcase 
our research into the
hospitality industry.

through ongoing uncertainty in 2021, we 
have witnessed the strength, innovation and 
adaptability of the industry. as consumers 
returned to restaurants, the eating out sector 
met new challenges while continuing to drive 
innovation in ingredients, sustainability and 
fusions. So as we move further into 2022, we 
will witness new creativity and ambitious strides 
towards the recovery of the industry.

With a greater focus on clean and conscious 
eating, expect to see the continued upsurge 
in plant-based diets. We continue to travel 
through our taste buds, seeking out adventurous 
cuisines and fine dining makes a come back.
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Throughout 2021, we continued to monitor the new openings and innovation within the global 
hospitality industry. As the eating out sector opened up around the world, we’ve seen the 
continued resilience that fuels the evolution of the food and restaurant trends. We look for-
ward to the continuous growth of the industry in 2022-2023.

london’s buzzing multicultural community 
has made the city a hub of food diversity, 
innovations and fusions. With 66 Michelin 
starred restaurants and two of the best 
restaurants in the world.

With a thriving tourist industry and vibrant 
eating out culture, amongst barcelona’s 
many astounding traditional restaurants 
there are innovative chefs experimenting 
with world flavours and fusions.

boasting more restaurants per capita 
than any other city in the USa, San Fran is 
renowned for its avant garde restaurant 
scene.

With new York’s restaurant scene ever 
changing, it has been estimated that it 
would take 22.7 years to eat at every
restaurant within the city.

named the best city to live in the US for 
under 30’s, the restaurant scene is young, 
vibrant and trendy. the residents of austin 
like to buy local, fresh and eco friendly.

In 2021, Asian dishes and Latin flavours 
were identified as the fastest growing 
food cuisine, putting peruvian food in the 
ideal position to ride the trend.

the restaurant scene in bristol is renowned 
for being independent. the city is a hive 
of quirky and innovative restaurants, bars, 
cafes and pubs.

the booming northern city now has more 
restaurants in the city centre than ever 
before and the majority of these are 
independents or small groups.

Dubbed the food capital of europe, 
attracting Michelin-Starred chefs and 
foodie tourists.

a city on the pulse with food trends, from 
the world’s street food to innovative fine 
dining fusions.

after a strategic move to become a 
foodie destination Singapore now has 41 
Michelin starred restaurants, including two 
restaurants with three stars. 

a vibrant city full of restaurants that set the 
trends for the rest of the world,  Melbourne 
is hailed as the city that invented third 
wave coffee and the freak shake.

TOP TREND

EMERGING TREND

EMERGING TREND

TOP TREND

TOP TREND

TOP TREND

TOP TREND

EMERGING TREND

Stonecast Plume
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The industry is changing to meet the evolving wants, tastes and interests of diners, 
below discusses some of the key themes transforming how we dine.

Consumers are turning 
to meat-free alternatives 
as part of their daily 
diet. Seeking out local 
produce and reducing 
the use of single use 
plastics.

Atiyah - Melbourne
Australia’s first 100%
renewable-run streetfood
zero-carbon kitchen, 
serving authentic 
lebanese cuisine.

While we have travelled 
less we’ve still explored 
with our tastebuds and 
diners are more interested 
than ever in experiencing 
new flavours.

Cluny Food Court -
Singapore
located in the Singapore 
botanic gardens, a 
multi-concept dining 
experience, serving a 
variety of cuisines in 
a casual, food court 
environment.

As consumers look to 
make up for lost time, 
they will be going all out. 
Diners have missed so 
much about the eating 
out experience that when 
it comes back expect it 
to be more fun, immersive 
and entertaining than 
ever.
 

The Top Hat, London
Inspired by the famous
london Monopoly board, 
a game-themed menu,
championing ingredients
sourced from the british
countryside and sea.

If there’s one thing we’ve 
learnt the value of it’s 
human connection. 
Going forward consumers 
will buy local, support 
their communities and 
seek out activities that 
offer interaction with 
others. 

Rest, Norway
A zero waste, fine-dining
restaurant that uses 
leftover and unwanted, 
local produce that would 
have been rejected by
supermarkets.

SUSTAINABILITY INTERNATIONALISM EXPERIENCE COMMUNITY

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

Check Out

Check Out

Check Out
Check Out



‘Climatarianism’
Diners continue to focus on the small, individual ways 
that can help the planet and diet continues to play a key 
role. Consuming less meat has been proven to reduce an 
individual’s carbon footprint, as farming groups are also 
becoming committed to achieve net-zero emissions by 
2040. going forward, restaurants will continue to adapt to 
the consumer demands for more sustainable ingredients 
and vegan dishes on their menus.

The Plant-Based Boom 
With health and well-being front of mind, the plant-
based revolution has now become ingrained within 
the restaurant sector. Consumers are motivated by the 
conception of improved overall health and nutritional 
value. expect to see alternative plant-based ingredients 
prevail such as mushrooms, potato milk and vegan 
seafood.

Stonecast Plume
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plant Based | health | Veganism | sustainaBility | clean

In 2022, the clean and conscious trend continues to surge, with plant-based and vegetarian options
now becoming more prominent on restaurant menus. Consumers remain mindful to make healthier and

more sustainable food choices through eating less meat and increasing their intake of fresh, seasonal vegetables.

Stonecast & Studio Prints raku

MEAT IS DEAD - LEEDS
Junk free, entirely plant-based 
venue offering great-tasting, 
clean, fresh food.

SAFFRON - LAS VEGAS
an elevated vegan and
vegetarian restaurant.

MONCHITO - BARCELONA
Europe’s first 100% vegan 
taqueria, serving traditional 
flavours of Mexican tacos.
           
CADENCE - NYC
Converting soul food classics into 
100% plant-based cuisine.

BLOOM PLANT-BASED
KITCHEN - CHICAGO
Flavourful healthy, and affordable 
vegetarian food.

GREENFINCH - BERLIN
100% vegan and plant-based, 
offering yoga and meditation 
sessions.

MALLOW - LONDON
100% plant-based, sustainable 
restaurant serving cuisines 
from all around the world.

GUEVARA’S - NYC
a vegan coffee shop serving 
sandwiches & pastries in a 
bright, contemporary setting.

trendsetters

*Some of the innovative sites we’ve spotted on our global food research trips, not necessarily Churchill customers, 
just inspiring and pacesetting restaurants...

“Interest in plant-based diets reached an all time high in 2021/22 
with consumers seeking out healthier and cleaner lifestyles”

Stonecast Patiina

Stonecast Stonecast PlumeStonecast raw
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toptrend 

plate it up...
conscious



of food

From organic ingredients to minimising waste, restaurants 
continue to source local or own grown produce in 2022, 
adding value to their dishes and overall dining experience.

by supporting independent businesses, consumers have 
learnt to appreciate what is on their doorsteps, championing 
local farmers, artisans and more. Sourcing ingredients locally 
also allows restaurants to enhance food quality, reduce their 
food wastage and support their community’s economic 
growth.

trendsetters

RABBIT - LONDON
Farm-to-fork neighbourhood restaurant focusing 
on sustainability, serving modern british dishes that 
celebrates local and wild produce with zero-waste.

ONE WHITE STREET - NYC
a neighborhood restaurant serving globally inspired 
dishes, using organic and sustainably grown ingredients.

SASO - CALIFORNIA
a sophisticated, basque-inspired bistro serving coastal 
cuisine with a sustainable ethos.

*Some of the innovative sites we’ve spotted on our global food research trips, not necessarily Churchill 
customers, just inspiring and pacesetting restaurants...

FARMER’S DAUGHTER - MELBOURNE
a seasonal menu of fresh ingredients sourced from farmers on 
the day to avoid wastage.

CONTRAMAR - MADRID
a seafood gastronomic experience, offering traditional Spanish 
dishes using the freshest ingredients from sea to land.

GOOD BANK - BERLIN
The first vertical-farm-to-table restaurant that grows, harvests 
and sells its own seasonal produce.

Stonecast raw
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Studio Prints Stone

Stonecast Plume

plate it up...

top

trend 

urBan farming | local | seasonal | rural dining | community

PROVENANCE
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“as we get back in touch with nature and explore 
outside our towns and cities we see the rise of the 

destination restaurant and rural dining”



& BoWls
Asian Fusions remains the largest food trend and where we see the most new restaurant openings. 

With a diverse variety of flavour and texture, Asian cuisine has seen a consistent rise in popularity and this is set
to continue for 2022. With the rise of Southeast asian cuisine, we see growth in hybrid fusion concepts, offering a 

mixture of flavours such as Asian - Latin American and Italian - Japanese.

nourish

trendsetters
LOS MOCHIS - LONDON 
the ultimate fusion of Mexican 
and Japanese cuisine, in an eco-
chic environment.

PONJA NIKKEI - MADRID
The first Pisco Bar in Madrid,
offering gourmet Japanese
Peruvian fusion cuisine.

JOOMAK BANJUM - NYC 
Korean - Chinese cuisine, 
executed with French 
technique and expressed 
through new York culture.

*Some of the innovative sites we’ve spotted on our global food research trips, 
not necessarily Churchill customers, just inspiring and pacesetting restaurants...

ALEGRIA - SINGAPORE 
Specialising in latin - asian cuisine 
reinvented with asian and european 
influences, nested in a cosy and intimate 
setting. 

ZITZ SUM - MIAMI
a contemporary asian inspired hybrid 
between Japanese and Chinese street 
food.

ASIAKŌ - MADRID
Japanese Fusion grill, fusing the 
renowned grill of the basque Country 
and the explosion of flavours and 
techniques of Japanese cuisine.

emerge

Kintsugi & emerge

“the largest and fastest growing food style in 
the independent restaurant sector”

Studio Prints Kintsugi

taste the fusions

JAPANESE - ITALIAN
tarako Spaghetti - salted cod roe 

combined with spaghetti 

LATIN - VIETNAMESE
Phoritto - beef, rice noodles and 

chili-garlic sauce, rolled up burrito-
style in a tortilla

KOREAN - BRITISH
Clam Chowder with Korean 

gochujang

CHINESE - AMERICAN
St. Paul Sandwich - egg foo young 

patty, pickle, onion, mayo and 
lettuce

LATIN - JAPANESE
takoraisu - a Japanese rice bowl 

topped with Mexican style ground 
beef and salsa

Stonecast Plume

toptrend 

hyBrid fusions | small plates | BoWl food | spice | flaVour

plate it up...
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neW 

Diverse comfort foods from all manner of cultures continue 
to make a comeback in 2022. 

In times of crisis, consumers have reached out for comfort, 
revisiting retro favourites and family recipes to find some 
cheer. From fine dining to fast casual, chefs reinvent 
traditional cuisines, bringing classic dishes to modern day 
diners.

expect to see a revival of neighbourhood restaurants 
and local haunts as diners look to support their old-time 
favourite spots. nourish

comfort | retro faVourites | childhood | cultural classics

COMFORTLAND - NEW YORK
retro counter style diner restaurant 
serving classic dishes and soft serve ice 
cream.

COIN LAUNDRY - LONDON
retro-themed bar & restaurant, serving 
70s- & 80s-style dishes & drinks, from 
breakfast until late.

LOLINA VINTAGE CAFE - MADRID
Funky, retro setting plating breakfast, 
snacks & desserts, plus coffee, specialty 
drinks & cocktails.

BAR BAR - BARCELONA
nostalgic Indian dishes with an outlook 
towards global techniques and 
influences.

THE LITTLE BLUE DOOR - LONDON
Supperclub celebrating flatmates 
scenarios with board games and 
brunches.

trendsetters

*Some of the innovative sites we’ve spotted on our global food research trips, not necessarily Churchill customers, just inspiring and 
pacesetting restaurants...

MOGG - BERLIN
Jewish deli serving home comfort 
classics.
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Stonecast

retro
childhood faVs 

Comforting

Stonecast
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Stonecast accents

plate it up...

old-time

Stonecast

Stonecast nourish

toptrend 



Stonecast

Studio Prints Stone

plate it up...
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food
With the rise of the hybrid-restaurant and home delivery, 
we’re seeing a renewed surge in 2022 for dishes suitable 
for eating in or out.

Street food sees consumers experiencing freshly 
cooked innovations, supporting start up businesses 
and exploring different cuisines in casual and relaxed 
settings such as restaurants, food halls or curbside.

Popular cuisines such as Middle eastern, US Soul food 
and asian Fusions are the perfect street food dishes to 
share in a casual, social environment. 

trendsetters
LOKI POKE - BRISTOL
Fresh, protein-packed Hawaiian street food bowls.

CHEZ BUTTER JONEZ - ATLANTA
Specialising in ‘hood-to-block’ street food, packed 
with flavour and personality.

DHAMAKA - NEW YORK
Innovative, energetic eatery offering provincial 
Indian cuisine in a colourful dining room.

*Some of the innovative sites we’ve spotted on our global food research trips, not necessarily 
Churchill customers, just inspiring and pacesetting restaurants...

MARI - NYC
a bright and intimate setting, offering a tasting menu of 
street-food inspired Korean hand rolls.

YAYTAY - LONDON
Japanese robatayaki grill restaurant, inspired by the 
izakayas and street vendors of tokyo.

TAMAE - BARCELONA
Sushi and Asian street food bar, with flavours from China, 
Japan, vietnam and thailand.

toptrend 

Versatile Vendors | innoVatiVe fusions | foodie eXperiences

Stonecast raw & emerge

Stonecast raw & Stonecast
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In recent years, consumers have missed the opportunity to dine 
out, celebrate and indulge. So in 2022, we will see formal and 
fine dining making a comeback.  

as we make up for lost time, diners are willing to splurge, seeking 
out high-end food experiences for special occasions.

We also see the world’s top chefs leading the way in the 
sustainable culinary movement, championing zero waste 
dining, plant based cuisines and ethical, local sourcing. by 
drawing inspiration from the landscape, chef’s are preserving 
the culinary identity of their restaurant’s local community, while 
enhancing the experience for their diners.

trendsetters
LUCKY LEEK - BERLIN
elevated vegan tasting menus with organic wines in a 
bright, airy space with a plant-filled terrace.

FENN - LONDON 
Fine dining hub with a relaxed ambience featuring 
seasonal british fare, set menus & wine pairings.

UNALOME - GLASGOW 
The ultimate fine-dining experience, brought to you by 
multi award-winning Chef Patron graeme Cheevers, 
serving modern european cuisine.

ARPEGE - PARIS
Sophisticated go-to for seasonal fine dining, with 
vegetables from the restaurant’s kitchen gardens.

LES TROIS CHEVAUX - NEW YORK 
A fine dining restaurant owned and run by Angie Mar, 
serving French cuisine.

*Some of the innovative sites we’ve spotted on our global food 
research trips, not necessarily Churchill customers, just inspiring 
and pacesetting restaurants...

alchemy

alchemy White
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luXury eXperiences | indulgence | aVant garde | chef-led
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Studio Prints Kintsugi

alchemy balance

alchemy energy

Stonecast

bamboo
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AROMAS
African flavours from Ethiopia, Ghana and Senegal 
are set to continue to grow in 2022.

Menus will see more spicy, vibrant dishes, including 
jollof rice and bunny chow. africa is a big continent 
so the food is diverse, core ingredients include rice, 

plantain, chicken, tomatoes, watermelon, onions, 
nutmeg, ginger and cumin. 

as people continue to search for diverse healthy 
dishes, many are opting for african dishes, as they 
are often gluten free and high in plant-based protein. 

Stonecast Patina

Stonecast Patina

taste the trend

Egusi Soup
 Is a popular nigerian soup that 

uses ground melon seeds to 

thicken it. 

Suya
Popular nigerian street food, 

Suya is a spicy meat skewer.
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trendsetters

MASSAI - BERLIN
authentic stews, couscous & grills 
from abyssinia, Mali and South africa 
at a cool, elaborately decorated 
spot.

*Some of the innovative sites we’ve spotted on our global food research trips, 
not necessarily Churchill customers, just inspiring and pacesetting restaurants...

AKOKO - LONDON
elevated West african dishes that 
combine the finest British produce with 
specially sourced african spices.

ALKEBULAN - DUBAI
A fine-dining African food hall that 
celebrates the beauty of african food.

Stonecast

Stonecast accents

Stonecast Patina

MOKILI - CANADA
african street-food counter in 
Montreal.

DISTANT RELATIVES - AUSTIN
a new take on modern african-
american cuisine, infused with West 
african spices and decades of 
heritage.

BAOBAB FARE - DETROIT
east african inspired recipes & drinks 
located in an airy restaurant with colourful 
decor.

Studio Prints Homespun accents
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BOLD INGREDIENTS
One-POt COOKIng

ViBrant & spicy

healthy grains



MEDITERRANEAN

With the desire to experience different cultures 
through taste, cuisine exploration continues to grow 
as diners travel the world through their taste buds. 

the popularity of the Mediterranean diet continues 
for its authentic and traditional flavours, as well as 
nutritional benefits. Menus include regional dishes 
for an array of cuisines including greek, Spanish, 
Italian and lebanese. the popularity of sharing food 
has become ever more relevant for the cuisine, with 
family style feasting, small plates and sharing platters.

taste the trend

RABO DE TORO
a bull’s tail stew, typically served in Spain

KIBBEH NAYYEH
 levantine mezze consisting of minced raw

lamb mixed with spice

TOSHKA
Arabic flatbread stuffed with kebab meat

and white cheese.
Studio Prints raku

Stonecast
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trendsetters
WHITCOMB’S - LONDON 
French Mediterranean 
cuisine, using selected quality 
ingredients.

JERU - LONDON
an immersive multi-sensory 
experience serving authentic 
Middle eastern premium 
cuisine in the heart of 
Mayfair. 

CADAQUÉS - MADRID
authentic Mediterranean
cuisine, specialising in meat 
and fish with dishes that 
celebrate traditional recipes 
and local produce.

*Some of the innovative sites we’ve spotted on our global food research 
trips, not necessarily Churchill customers, just inspiring and pacesetting 
restaurants...

LAIA - PARIS
a cosmopolitan cuisine
influenced by the South of
France, Spain and Italy in a 
stylish venue.

ZOU ZOU’S - NYC
a lively and modern 
restaurant, serving a menu 
inspired by and celebrating 
the cuisine and flavours of the 
eastern Mediterranean region.

CABERNET BAR -
BARCELONA
Dishes inspired by Catalan
fusion cuisine, in a cosy and 
relaxed environment.

AUTHENTIC
family feasting
rUStIC & relaxeD

tapas dishes

Stonecast accents

Studio Prints Stone & nourish

Stonecast & nourish
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plate it up...

culture | traVel through taste | plant Based | sharing plates



tabletop palettes brings together all the 

trends - food, interior, colour - and mixes 

them with hospitality market insight. Our 

own in-house research monitors trends 

in new openings and in 2021 spotted 

significant growth in establishments mixing

and matching tabletop products with 

almost 50% of venues combining colours 

and styles of tableware.

the tabletop Palette concept is simple. It 

takes the key themes, across the trends, 

to group items from our ranges into 

complementary colour palettes. Making 

it easy to refresh menu items, marketing 

and the tabletop.

eclectic combinations of plate designs 

create unique styles and different 

looks. Design Director erich rommelrath 

discusses how different colours, textures 

and patterns can create unique tabletop 

palettes, “Our customers don’t pick just 

one crockery range anymore, they come 

into our showroom and select pieces from 

a huge variety of plate designs to create 

their own look that suits their restaurant, 

hotel, cafe, pub etc.”

Since 2016, we’ve launched over 1600 

products, innovating in shape, texture, 

colour variety and specifically designed 

for creative chefs and the hospitality 

industry.

# t a b l e t o p p a l e t t e s
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Products Featured:

Simplicity: Studio Prints raku - Jasper grey. Studio Prints 
Kintsugi - agate grey. Stonecast - Peppercorn grey, nutmeg 
Cream. Stonecast raw - grey. Studio Prints Homespun 
accents - Jasper grey. 

Pastel Calm: Stonecast - Petal Pink, lavender, Duckegg blue. 
Studio Prints raku - Jasper grey. Studio Prints Homespun 
accents - Jasper grey. Studio Prints Haze - blue. Studio Prints 
- Fluid Pearl grey.

Blue Planet: Studio Prints Homespun accents - aquamarine. 
emerge - Oslo blue. Studio Prints Kintsugi - Pearl grey. 
Stonecast raw - teal. Stonecast aqueous - lagoon. Studio 
Prints raku - Jade green.

Organic: Stonecast Patina - antique taupe, burnished green. 
Stonecast barley White, nutmeg. Stonecast raw - brown. 
Stonecast Plume - Olive. Studio Prints breccia - agate grey. 
Studio Prints Kintsugi - agate grey. Studio Prints Stone - agate 
grey.

Retro Revival: Studio Prints Kintsugi - Coral. Stonecast - 
Mustard Seed.  Stonecast Patina - rustic teal, vintage 
Copper. Studio Prints Stone - Zircon brown. Stonecast raw 
- brown.
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n a t u r a l
Muted neutrals
shade of green
Pure & Fresh
earth tones

m o d e s t
v e r S a t I l I t Y
minimal i sm
Fresh tones
m i n d f u l

millenial pinK 
DelICate bUt StrOng

Dusky Blush 
dreamy & soft 
Colour Pop

blue Depth
FLUID TEXTURES
C a l M I n g
Wild natural 
W a t e r s

m i d  c e n t u r y
Warm tones
colour contrasts
Fifties & Sixties
golden hues



HEAD OFFICE & STOKE SHOWROOM
No. 1 Marlborough Way
Tunstall
Stoke-on-Trent
ST6 5NZ

LONDON SHOWROOM
Business Design Centre
Suite 102
52 Upper Street
Islington
London
N1 0QH

MADRID SHOWROOM
Calle Princesa No 2
7ta Planta
Puertas 4 y 5
Madrid 28008
España
Tel: 910 004 929

churchill1795.com
Churchill1795
@churchill1795
@Churchill_1795

Tel: +44 (0) 1782 577 566
Fax: +44 (0) 1782 524 355
email: info@churchill1795.com

In the printing of this 
brochure, every effort 
has been made to 
ensure perfect 
reproduction of 
product colours, but 
due to printing limitations, 
they may not be an 
exact match to the 
actual product. 
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